Communicated by Shlomo Sternberg, October 30, 1970 1. Introduction. Let M be a. complete simply connected riemannian manifold of dimension n and sectional curvature K^O. Working with closed geodesically convex subsets 0 5^ MQ M, we use the fact (see [4] or [ó]) that M is a topological submanifold of M of some dimension k, O^kSn, with totally geodesic interior °Mand possibly empty boundary dM. Note that M is star-shaped from every point, thus contractible, and in particular simply connected.
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[July a compact manifold recently was independently obtained by S. T. Yau [12] . Theorem 2 concerns the case where T\M is compact, dM = 0, and T is a direct product riXr 2 . If Ti is centerless, it provides a l'-invariant isometric splitting M = Mi X M' where T 2 acts trivially on Mi and Ti\ikfi is compact; if T is centerless it provides an isometric splitting r\M=(ri\Mi)X(r 2 \Af 2 ). The case where T\M is a real analytic manifold recently was independently studied by B. Lawson 
andS. T. Yau [S].
The main results of this paper were presented at a seminar in honor of the hundredth birthday of É. Cartan, at the University of Paris in June 1970. Parts of this paper were the subject of lectures by the authors at Rutgers University, Columbia University, M.I.T., and S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook, between October 1969 and April 1970.
The flat subspace. Let p denote metric distance on Ê. Given Y£r we have the displacement function 8 y (p)=p(p 1 yp)^0 on M.
It is known [l] that S 7 is concave, i.e. that 8 y o c is a real concave function for every geodesic c of M. Therefore, given any real number a, the set C y~ [pÇE.M\ ô y (p) Sa] is convex. If Y'GT commutes with y then y'(C y ) = C y ; in particular C y is Y-invariant. If ô y assumes its infimum a y^0 on M, then we say that y is semisimple and denote C y = C y y the minimal set of 7. This term is based on the symmetric space case [9, Lemma 3.6]; see [ó] . Through every point p£:C y there is a 7-invariant geodesic line contained in C y , which may be reduced to a fixed point of 7. From now on we assume that every element of T is a semisimple isometry of M. It is classical [3] Let A be the last non trivial term in the derived series of 2. We have just seen that CA = H «SA C« is of the form DXE A where E A is a flat totally geodesic subspace complete in M such that A has finite kernel on E A and -4 \EA is compact. Note that CA is 2-stable and that 548 DETLEF GROMOLL AND J. A. WOLF [July the elements of 2 preserve its splitting as DXEALet 2 denote the group of transformations of D induced by S. As A\EA is compact, proper discontinuity of 2 on M, thus on CA, forces proper discontinuity of 2 on D. As A acts trivially on D, 2 = 2/5 where A(ZB y so the derived series of 2 is shorter than that of 2. By induction on the length of the derived series now D has a flat totally geodesic subspace F with properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1 relative to 2. Now E = FXE A has the required properties relative to 2. Q.E.D.
The proof of Theorem 1 did not really use discontinuity. We drop that condition on 2 by modifying Theorem 1 as follows. THEOREM PROOF. Let M be the universal riemannian covering manifold of M y so M = DXE as in Corollary 3. Let £) (resp. 8) be the foliation of M whose leaves are the images of the DXe (resp. of the dXE).
Q.E.D. Our last corollary answers a question raised by S. T. Yau in the case where Y is free abelian and M is assumed complete. COROLLARY 
Assume that M has empty boundary, but do not assume that the elements of V are semisimple isometries of M. Suppose that T has a subgroup 2) of finite index that is isomorphic to a discrete uniform subgroup of a simply connected solvable Lie group S with dim 5 = dim M. Then M is flat and complete in M and Y\M is compact (so Y is a crystallographic group on ikf), and S is a vector group.
PROOF. Both M and 5 are acyclic, and S is torsion free because 5 is torsion free, so M->X\M and S-^2\S are universal 25-bundles. Thus S\M and 2!\S are homotopy equivalent. Let n be the smallest integer such that iï«(2\S; Z 2 ) =0 for a>n\ then w = dim 2\5 because S\5 is compact, so H n Ç£\M; Z 2 ) 5^0. If the w-manifold 2J\M were noncom- The T x are flat totally geodesic tori whose tangent spaces form a parallel distribution on Mi. Choose a nontrivial circle group f = {ft} of isometries of Mi generated by a parallel vector field tangent to the T x , such that fi = l and f^l for 0<£<1. Then f lifts to a 1-parameter group r = {r t } of isometries of Mi centralized by Ti, and l^riGri. That contradicts triviality of the center of IY Thus S = {1} and so T 2 acts trivially on Mi. Similarly I\ acts trivially on M 2 .
Under the T-invariant isometric splittings M" X M 2 = M = Mi X M\ T 2 acts trivially both on M" and on Mi. Thus Mi = M". Similarly M 2 = M'. Now the affine splitting M=MiXM 2 is isometric. The theorem follows. Q.E.D.
